Is China A Country To Ignore? US/China Situation Explained
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Most people do not like to listen to reality as they assume that in the moment
one tells them some fact, that it is somehow meant for bad.
Everyone's fault except the Jew's fault, type of tactic. "Oh, its the Russians! It's the
Saudis! It's the Cantonese! It's anyone but the Jews! And you are colluding with
them!".
This implies that everyone who says something good about Russia, is "working for
them", "in collusion" and so forth. Little attention has been put to the actual facts
about who is the real "Collusion", who is "Working with", and who is the interest
group that runs all of the United States.
What one has to not look at suspicion, is the obvious danger: That is the Jews. No
Russian, Chinese, or anyone else entirely in the history of the world has done as
massive damage and ruin to the US than the Jews. The situation follows the
Roman pattern of collapse.
If that is the case, then what can we say about all the people who kiss ass to Jews
24/7 as a 5th Column within the United States? But that is beyond dispute, as the
Jew has taken over the United States and that is a fact. What about collusion with
Israel? What about Israel controlling all the US policy for over 40 years?
The few people that have said facts about China, such as Bannon [I do not
endorse no Chinese or no person by simply relating the facts, it's done for
information purposes], the Jews have made sure to distance and try to shut
down. Why? Because unlike Russia, China is a major danger for the US and
progressively the world.
Bannon informed the government on the last date, and some say it's already too
late. Meanwhile, the political class of the US doesn't even understand what is
going on. They think China is the country that it were in the 60's, where they had
their hippie parties, totally irrelevant, somewhere on the map they don't even
know where it is, always small and weak. But we are like 60 years later than their
multiracial party and hippie lsd dreams, we're in reality, and China has become

really powerful.
The Jews carefully hid this for a very long time, while concoting a major interdependence between the United States and China, to the point that China could
pull the plug on the US at any given moment, and disable it.
And the Jews love China, so since they control news, and political offices, wanted
to hide the Chinese danger of expansion, until it was too late. On the last
moment, the West has become aware of this, but even so, not as much as aware
as they should be. So Trump now has a situation in his hands with China that is
very serious.
China is in some places as developed as the US if even more, areas such as
transportation. The US China interdependence in trade, or even food, or
medicine, is just beyond imagination. It is to that point that it reveals that the
Jews in the United States were purposefully and over decades creating a mass
dependence on China, transferring work and production outside of the US, to
keep it hostage to China, using numerous jews, traitors and agents.
The whole "Intellectual Theft" scandal, goes as high as the FBI and the CIA, where
there are plants in there by China [and Israel as it's well known] giving information
to China, and trying for a very long time to help it catch up with the latest USA
military technology.
Meanwhile, fucking meth'd out careless members like those commonly in the
Government, say bullshit about imaginary Russia, and about imaginary enemies.
Or promote plans and ideals that will collapse the United States fiscally and in full.
It takes no Question to understand why the US has been on the verge of
bankruptcy by the Jews and others, over something such as the CO-Vid. Imagine
what happens when a thing like Bernie is elected? Doesn't take a lot of brain here.
The US has failed to incorporate numbers of people and plucked it's own eyes out
with endless multiculturalism, and listening to monkeys and primates for very
long, caving in to the most worthless debates and time wasting bullshit infested
by Jews, such as the "Whitey is the problem".

Well Whitey is the only being on earth who has build some country, good or bad,
that can rival China. The other solution is people go over in China and live forever
in a capsule, get worked to death, and live like cattle that the moment says their
opinion, they disappear to nowhere. If people don't like Whitey they will have the
second in command to rule, which is the Chinese.
Hitler in the Table Talks has stated that if the White man fails to establish a just
order in the world, then the Asians are the second who will accomplish this. Hitler
understood the temperament of Asians very well, and their strengths and
weaknesses. The Communists exploit their weaknesses. The Asian people are
bonded with their authority, for better or for worse, they are hard working,
extremely industrious, and they have faith in their leaders.
This can prove fatal in the case that specific regimes take them over, such as Mao
or the Communist party of China. People revolted against Mao, and that is why he
had to kill tens of millions, some say 100,000,000 millions to keep control.
Modern China kills people by the droves and daily as it is. For those who call the
Chinese cowards, how many people would put their face on the internet while on
a Communist regime to say their opinion about the Pandemic and then disappear
two weeks later, with all their families?
Their Communist regime gives them increased ability to create specific tasks, such
as hospital creation, and ushering structures, as there is no red tape, and it gives
zero need to take care of people or in general care about their rights, which is the
other dimension of this, as they can do whatever they want. This helped China
developing fast by effectively enslaving it's own people in more than one ways. It
made it's people something akin to slave labor for decades to foreign enterprises,
and got rich, powerful and developed doing that.
China is developed, and anyone who thinks China is some sort of archaic,
worthless and just dirty Nation is just stupid. Only a dumb kike on the MSM would
say this, that lacks education and is busy sniffing coke all day long, disabled on
their couch, and totally uninformed about the world.
Unfortunately many of these are "Reporters" who "Report" on things without
moving their fat jewish asses from their couch. The Chinese have busted their

asses working, and they have worked a lot, and now they have what is a huge
country that is quite developed. Their developments put to shame many other
countries, and that is a fact that cannot be ignored. They have the most
developed AI in Asia, and possibly in Europe, a large military, and so on.
Their government sucks, but they have created the only Nation that almost
rivaled the United States and rose out of nothingness. China is also more powerful
than Russia by a long shot.
The Chinese have had a lot of suffering from intense and constant Communist
regimes. The regimes got empowered by their industriousness, and now, one of
these is rivaling to become world power. China is not to be ignored. Anyone who
ignores China and dismisses it as some sort of "Bat soup stupid kekekeke"
situation is just plain fucking dumb and has not idea how things are in China.
Certainly so the Chinese have some tenets that others would consider deplorable
, but there is a list of disgusting things Westerners and many other races do, as it
were.
The Communist regime of China has to fall or be put to a growth halt, before it's
too late, and this is all a situation of war between the US and China, or effectively
so, a longterm battle between the Free world [as much as the jews have failed to
enslave it, that's how much free] vs the Chinese Communist model. The second
solution is power balance where China is kept increasingly in check and in constant
forced control.
The US could easily deal with this and give the world a breath, but when you have
Jews parading all over your government and subverting you from the inside, and
throwing your people's wealth to invaders, and race mixing your population to
decrease their IQ, or when you have a thousand races trying to rip the central
state apart, and Jews on your government, these are issues that weaken someone
and therefore empower one's enemy which is China.
One thing that would scare for example every country in a war, is that even if
theoretically the China ever could get to the US, maintaining control over a fully
armed population is exceedingly hard. This can be a serious deterring reason for

them to not engage militarily.
On the other hand, you have some subversive kikes and Democrats telling people
to "Disarm" cause some dindu and his white old "slutwife" had a shoutout while
they were on meth, and how their lives are so precious and everyone has to give a
fuck and disarm a whole Nation over this. And that is called subversion.

